Ad type: For sale

Category: Aircraft > Private Jets > Dornier > 328

Price: Make Offer

Year: 2002

Location: FL, United States, North America + Canada

Aircraft Highlights:
One-of-a-kind factory demo, mods including high GW, FL350 ops, high alt airport approved, only “oceanic” Dornier 328JET in the world (MNPS approved), flat galley mod, fast fill long range tanks, high speed internet, ADS-B.

Airframe / Engines / APU / Weight:

Airframe:
Airframe TOTAL TIME  6540 Hours LANDINGS  6408 Cycles

Engines:
Pratt & Whitney PW306B Phase IV upgrades completed Engine #1 Serial PCE-CD0233 6508 Hours  6415 Cycles 3491 Hours Remaining to Overhaul/HSI  Engine #2 Serial PCE-CD0237 6518 Hours  6429 Cycles 3481 Hours Remaining to Overhaul/HSI

APU:
Honeywell 36-150DD Serial P-923 6157 Hours

Maintenance & Inspections:
Signature -Technicair Maintenance Tracking LUMP AMP – Revision 12 Fresh Phase 1, 2 and 5 by 328 Support Services Honeywell Avionics Protection Plan (HAPP)

Avionics:
Enrolled on HAPPP Maintenance Program ADS-B Out Honeywell Dual NZ-2000 FMS Systems Honeywell RT950 (7.1) TCAS Dual Honeywell RNZ851 NAV Dual Honeywell RCZ833 Comm Dual Honeywell IC800C Dual Honeywell HG20201AC Dual
Honeywell AZ-480 ADC Honeywell HG2021GD GPS Dual Honeywell DA800 Flight Data Acquisition Unit L-3 Communications FDR L-3 Communications CVR Avtech PA AMP Mark V EGPWS Dual Honeywell Radio Altimeter Dual JET PS835C Emergency Power Supply Smith Industries WL101 Standby Altimeter Artex 406 ELT Honeywell RT-300 Radio Alt Honeywell KHF-950 HF

**Interior & Entertainment:**
The 12 passenger executive configuration is designed by Robin Dunlop, consisting of 2 four-place club seating areas, 1 four-place conference seating area, 3 crew seats and 1 flight attendant seat. Full cabin (tuned) passive noise reduction system, inflatable beds for 6, enclosed lav/dressing room, and cabin accessible cargo. Fwd galley: hot/cold sink (20 ltrs), granite countertops, Nespresso, 8-person serving oven, plate warmer, ice tray, cold drink storage, non-slip flooring, and storage cabinets. Custom Control Concepts In-Flight Entertainment system: individual 10” monitors, fore/aft 14” monitors, credenza pop-up 31” TV, dual AVOD movie storage (500 movie capacity), blue ray player, XBox 360 video game console and player, internal and external audio input sources, and surround sound system. Satcom telephone (wireless in cabin), high speed WiFi, custom LED lighting (position, stairs, galley, cabin). Completed 2012 by 328 Support Services - Germany.

**Exterior:**

**Additional Equipment & Information:**
“Fast Fill” Long-range fuel tanks Mod-10 (Increase GTOW, FL350, High Altitude Airport Mod) MNPS Qualified RNP-0.3/-1/-5 Qualified FAA Certified Paperless Cockpit Swift Broadband High Speed Internet Cabin Accessible Baggage Compartment Galley Floor Modification Reduced thrust take-off approval Dual Aft Body Strakes Upgraded Anti-Skid System Dual Liebherman flap controls Orbit engine control Tell-Tail Logo Lights

**Seller:**
Duncan Aviation
URL: https://www.avbuyer.com/dealers/details/duncan-aviation
Phone: +1 (402) 475 2611, Email: AircraftSales@DuncanAviation.com

**Sales Contact:**
Dave Coleman  Phone: +1 (773) 425 2498, Email: Leah.Lenardic@DuncanAviation.com